
The sock has a lateral 
anti-rolling system, thanks to 
special resins incorporated into 
yarns that act with the warmth 
of the skin and prevent the sock 
from rolling up, allowing  a 
perfect symbiosis between 
foot and sock and improving 
the balance during the 
exercises.

ANTI-ROLLING SYSTEM

The separate big toe allows a 
better control of the balance and 
greater stability and directionality 
of movement. 
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BENDING CUTS

On the instep, to facilitate the extension and 
flexion of the foot, improving the performance 

of the exercise.

LEFT AND RIGHT FOOT

The sock is shaped to the right and 
left foot, ensuring absolute comfort 

during exercises.

SILICONE 

NON-SLIp OUTSOLE

Allows a perfect grip, reducing the risk of accidents 
and allowing greater concentration and therefore 
more precise and accurate execution of the 
exercises, urging the right muscles.

Under the foot, which provide a natural massage, 
guaranteeing a return of energy that makes the 

exercise more effective, with less muscle fatigue.

pRINTED INSERTS

REINFORCEMENT
Of the fabric in the areas 

of maximum friction, which 
ensures both protection of the foot 

that long durability of the sock.

AERATION AREA
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R-EVENGE pILATES SOCk IS A TECHNICAL TOOL THAT IMpROVES 
THE pERFORMANCE OF pILATES ExERCISES.

Thanks to the inner sole in copper, all R-EVENGE socks are anti-bacterial. The copper, in fact, has natural 
bacteriostatic properties, that are the ability to inhibit the proliferation of bacteria, avoiding the formation 
warts and fungal infections of the foot, typical of sweat from training and from contact with external 
agents. The yarns of R-EVENGE socks are treated to ensure resistance to washing, perspiration, rubbing 
and wear and are woven in such a way as to ensure good adhesion to the foot without tightening and 
without stopping the circulation. The exceptional ability of breathable of Tactel fabric assures comfort in 
all weather conditions (hot or cold). Thanks to the tight fit of the sock to the foot, the ends regain their 
natural support, promoting proper posture of the spine. In addition, the exercises with the foot free of 
rigid structures help to stimulate the circulation and facilitate the venous return, that is the reversal of 

the direction of blood flow, favoring a more rapid replacement of blood. 
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